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Abstract— Microphone arrays can be incorporated in several
devices ranging from hearing aids and bioacoustic recording
equipment to teleconference phones and forensic sound recorders
in order to attenuate the interference of unwanted sounds.
The separation of speech mixtures can be easily performed
on the frequency domain independently for each frequency
component. However, in order to combine the separated signals
of each frequency component, the permutation ambiguity should
be solved. The state-of-the-art technique relies on an iterative
computation of the dispersions of the differences between the
source profiles. In this paper, we propose a low complexity
solution for the permutation ambiguity with similar accuracy
based on one dispersion.

Index Terms—blind speech separation; permutation ambiguity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Blind source separation (BSS) refers, in general, to the

estimation of a set of source signals after they have been

mixed by unknown channels, and then captured by an array

of sensors. Such multi-sensor problem has been explored in

different fields using various types of sensors, ranging from

biomedical engineering applications, such as electrode arrays

in electroencephalography, to telecommunications, with the

usage of antenna arrays. In this work, focus is given to speech

signals recorded by microphones in an acoustic environment.

BSS techniques can be used to solve distinct problems,

such as assistance on hearing impairments (hearing aids) [1],

speaker recognition on forensic or security applications, where

separating the main speech is a first step to allow speaker

identification by means of recognition techniques as [2] and

[3], and applications such as voice controlled machinery,

speech enhancement and teleconferencing [4].

BSS methods, that rely on second order statistics (SOS)

and exploit the non-stationarity of speech signals as in [5],

[6] and [7], map the problem to the frequency domain in

order to decrease the computational load. The convolutive

problem is then treated as a separate problem of instantaneous

mixtures for each frequency bin. This comes however at a cost

- the independent solutions form a global solution only up to

permutation and scaling ambiguities.

The frequency dependent permutation ambiguity is still a

considerable problem in real world audio applications. In gen-

eral, the solutions can be grouped into two main categories [8]:

consistency of the mixing filter coefficients and consistency

of the time-varying spectra of the estimated source signals.

[9] exploits both perspectives in a two stages approach. The

first stage performs a preliminary correction assuming the

frequency responses of the mixing filters are continuous, as

originally proposed in [10]. In order to fix the remaining

permutations, the second stage is employed assuming the

smoothed and centered source profiles vary slow enough

with frequency. The method is iterative and relies on the

computation of two dispersion data. In this work we propose

a partially iterative method for the second stage that uses only

one dispersion data set to correct the remaining permutations

achieving similar results and reducing the computational effort.

The remainder of this paper is divided as follows. In Section

II, the BSS problem is formally stated. In Section III, the two-

stage permutation solution in [9] is reviewed and followed by

the proposed approach in Section IV. Simulations and results

are presented in Section V. Finally, the conclusion is drawn

in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

This section describes the BSS problem mathematically and

is subdivided into three subsections. Subsection II-A presents

the data model. Subsection II-B describes the process of

estimating the mixing channels matrix via approximate joint

diagonalization (AJD). The permutation and scaling ambigui-

ties are described in section II-C.

A. Data Model

The recording of sound sources in an acoustical environment

is illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that each microphone receives the

superposed signals from both sources and also their respective

reflections, which are delayed and filtered copies. The super-

position of signals and their reflections can be mathematically

described as a convolution between the channels and the

signals. The goal is to obtain the original transmitted signals

by deconvolution and separation.
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Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of sound sources recorded in a room, input for a
BSS system.

Assume that the convolutively mixed signals xj(n), j =
1, . . . , J , are captured by J microphones, where n =
1, . . . , Nx is a time sample index. The observed signals vector

is then denoted by x(n) = [x1(n) x2(n) . . . xJ(n)]
T ∈

R
J×1, with the operator (·)T denoting the transpose. Similarly,

the i-th source signal is designated by si(n), i = 1, . . . , I ,

and the the source signals vector is given by s(n) =
[s1(n) s2(n) . . . sI(n)]

T ∈ R
I×1. We assume here that I is

known. However, in practice, model order selection techniques

can be applied in each frequency component according to [11]

and [12]. The recorded sequence xj(n) is related to the source

signals in the following way:

xj(n) =

I
∑

i=1

L
∑

l=1

hji(l)si(n− l) =

I
∑

i=1

hji(l) ∗ si(n), (1)

where hji is the impulse response from source i to microphone

j, representing the channel’s influence over the signal, and ∗
denotes the convolution. In Fig. 2 the theoretical construction

of the sound field in a room, from a source to a receiver

location, can be seen. When a sound source has been turned on

long enough such that a steady-state acoustical energy density

is established in the room, the time it takes for the sound

pressure level to be attenuated by 60 dB after the source had

been switched-off is called reverberation time (RT) [13]. The

RT can be in the range of a couple hundred milliseconds to a

few seconds, which might correspond to large filters even at

lower sample rates.

If the microphones are close enough so that they are in the

same acoustical environment and filters are long enough so

that the room impulse responses comprehend late and diffuse

reflections with low energy, we can infer that the impulse

responses can be modeled with the same number of time lags

L. The noise-free convolutive model can then be written as:

x(n) = H(l) ∗ s(n), (2)

where H(l) ∈ R
J×I is the mixing channels matrix, of

elements hji(l), at time lag l = 1, . . . , L.

Fig. 2. Example of energy-time curve (energetic room impulse response):
logarithm with base 10 of the squared room impulse response.

B. Estimation of the Mixing Channel via Approximate Joint

Diagonalization

In order to recover the source signals, the goal is to find an

inverse channel matrix W(k) ∈ R
I×J such that:

y(n) =
K
∑

k=1

W(k)x(n− k) = W(k) ∗ x(n), (3)

where y(n) = [y1(n) y2(n) . . . yI(n)]
T ∈ R

I×1 denotes

the recovered (or output) signals and k = 1, . . . K. We

assume here that the number of time lags K of W(k)
is known. However, model order selection techniques can

also be used to estimate the number of taps of each filter

wij(k). In practice, and since here the problem is solved in

the frequency domain, we first estimate the channels matrix

frequency response Ĥ(f) ∈ C
J×I . If the number of sources

I is equal to the number of microphones J , the estimated

unmixing channel frequency response Ŵ(f) ∈ C
I×J may

computed by Ĥ(f)−1.

To take advantage of SOS, we assume that the source

signals are mutually uncorrelated and are approximately non-

stationary. Moreover, we assume that the mixing channel

impulse responses are time-invariant, i.e. neither there are

changes on the environment nor on the positions of the sources

and of the microphones.

According to steps 1 to 3 of Fig. 3, where the BSS

system is illustrated, we begin by applying the short time

Fourier transform (STFT) to the signals recorded by each

microphone. For this, the observed signals x(n) are divided

into B consecutive and overlapping blocks of length N . The

number of blocks B can be calculated as follows:

B =
⌊Nx −Nα

N −Nα

⌋

, (4)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the chosen overlap between consecutive

blocks and the operator ⌊·⌋ represents the floor function. Note

that N should be chosen to be considerably larger than the

length L of the mixing channels [5]. For each block b, we

apply the N -point Hann window:

Hann(n) = 1− cos

(

2πn+ π

N

)

, 0 ≤ n < N, (5)

via point-by-point multiplication. Finally, we compute the

discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of windowed data:
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Fig. 3. Simplified block diagram of a BSS system.

x̃(b, f) = X̃(b)T(f) ∈ C
J×1, (6)

where f = 1, . . . , F = N , X ∈ R
J×N is a matrix which for

each row the Hann window (5) is applied and T (f) ∈ C
N×N

is a square matrix which columns are equal and are obtained

by the f -th column of the DFT matrix Q. The elements of Q

are given by:

qj,k = e−2πijk/N , j, k = 0, 1, . . . N − 1, (7)

where i =
√
−1 is the imaginary number. For B time blocks

and F frequency bins, the transform output x̃(b, f) is denoted

by the data tensor X̃ ∈ C
J×B×F , illustrated in Fig. 4a. Note

that the tensor X̃ has 3 dimensions: space (microphone), time

and frequency. According to step 3 of Fig. 3, the problem of

estimating Ĥ(f) is separately solved for each slice of X̃ with

dimensions J ×B, illustrated in Fig. 4b.

We proceed to step 3 of Fig. 3 by estimating the time-

varying spectral matrix of the observed signals Ŝx(b, f) ∈
C

J×J . The diagonal elements of this matrix are estimates of

the signal’s power spectral density (PSD). For this, first we

compute the periodogram of x̃(b, f) ∈ C
J×1, as follows:

Px(b, f) =
x̃(b, f)x̃(b, f)H

‖h‖2 ∈ C
J×J , (8)

where the denominator is the squared Euclidean norm of h ∈
R

N×1 (scaling factor due to Hann window applied) and the

operator (·)H stands for the transpose conjugate. The spectral

matrix is then estimated by averaging the periodograms over

m consecutive time blocks as follows:

Ŝx(b, f) =
1

m

b+(m−1)/2
∑

bk=b−(m−1)/2

Px(bk, f) ∈ C
J×J . (9)

The j-th diagonal element of Ŝx(b, f) is the estimated time-

varying PSD of the jth observed signal xj(n). Since the

problem is mapped to the frequency domain:

x̃(b, f) ≈ H(f )̃s(b, f), (10)

where H(f) ∈ C
J×I is the frequency response of the mixing

channel. Also:

s̃(b, f) ≈ W(f)x̃(b, f), (11)

where W(f) ∈ C
I×J is the frequency response of the inverse

channel matrix. Equation (9) can then be rewritten as:
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Fig. 4. Representation of the data tensor X̃ ∈ CJ×B×F .

Ŝx(b, f) = H(f)Ŝs(b, f)H(f)H, (12)

where Ŝs(b, f) is an estimate of the time-varying spectral

matrix of the source signals. Assuming the sources are un-

correlated, Ŝs(b, f) is a diagonal matrix ∈ R
I×I . For each

frequency bin f , if the signals are non-stationary enough

between the different blocks b, we can exploit this property

on an approximate joint diagonalization problem, that seeks

to compute a common estimated channel matrix Ĥajd(f) ∈
C

J×I for the different time blocks such that Ŝs(b, f) are

as close to diagonal matrices as possible, according to some

criterion. Solutions to the AJD problem have been proposed

e.g. in [14] and [15].

C. Permutation and Scaling Ambiguities

Due to the separate solutions among the f frequency bins

of X̃ ∈ C
J×B×F , the AJD-based approach only provides the

estimated mixing channel matrix Ĥajd(f) ∈ C
J×I up to a

frequency-dependent and arbitrary scale change and permuta-

tion of its columns. If we assume that Ĥajd(f) is a consistent

estimator of H(f) after AJD, then Ŵajd(f) = Ĥ−1
ajd(f) is

given by:

Ŵajd(f) = Π(f)D(f)W(f), (13)

where D(f) ∈ R
I×I is an unknown diagonal matrix, which

arbitrarily changes the scale of the rows of W(f), when it is

multiplied by the left. Π(f) is an I × I permutation matrix

that arbitrarily permutes the rows of W(f), also when it is

multiplied by the left. Thus, according to step 4 of Fig, 3,

we still need to find the matrices D(f) and Π(f), which are

known as scaling and permutation ambiguities, respectively.

The scaling ambiguity is considered to be a less critical

problem, currently. It has a filtering effect over the mixing

channel, and consequently over the recovered source signals,

by altering their frequency response magnitude in an arbitrary

way. The issue may be addressed, for instance, by implementa-

tion of the minimum distortion principle (MDP), as described

in [5] and originally developed in [16] and [17].

Due to the permutation ambiguity, if we compute the

reconstructed source signals in the frequency domain ŝ(b, f) ∈
C

I×1, there is no guarantee that the sources in a slice with

dimensions I × B, of the data tensor Ŝ ∈ C
I×B×F , matches

the sources in the neighbor slices. In Section III, the two-

stage state-of-the-art approach in [9] to solve the permutation



problem is overviewed. In Section IV a new approach for the

second stage of [9] is proposed.

After D(f) and P(f) are solved, the estimated source

signals ŝ(b, f) can be obtained in the frequency domain from

(11) using the estimated matrix with ambiguities corrected

Ŵ(f). We then apply the inverse discrete Fourier transform

according to Step 5 of Fig. 3 to map the signals back to

the time domain. Finally, the estimated source signals ŷ(n)
are constructed by an inverse operation to the windowing and

segmentation applied in step 1 of Fig. 3, by superposing the

B outputs of the transform according to the chosen overlap α.

III. STATE-OF-THE-ART PERMUTATION CORRECTION

In this section, we review the two-stages method proposed

in [9] to solve the permutation problem. Fig. 5 depicts an

overview of the algorithm highlighting its second stage. This

section is divided into subsections III-A and III-B where the

first and the second stages are reviewed, respectively.

A. State-of-the-Art Permutation Correction: 1st Stage

After AJD, the preliminary estimated mixing channel

Ĥajd(f) ∈ C
J×I feeds the first stage of the permutation

correction, which was originally proposed in [10]. At this

entry point of the solution, the permutations of the columns

of Ĥajd(f) occur rather frequently and randomly among

frequency bins.

The first stage of the permutation correction assumes the

frequency response H(f) ∈ C
J×I of the mixing channel

is continuous, which implies the continuity of the frequency

response of the unmixing filter W(f) = H(f)−1. If H(f)
is continuous, for a sufficiently small ε and at a frequency

fl, H(fl) tends to H(fl − ε). Analogously, H(fl)
−1 tends to

H(fl − ε)−1. Therefore:

R(fl, fl − ε) = H(fl)
−1H(fl − ε) = II , (14)

where II is an I × I identity matrix. Nonetheless, in practice

Ĥajd(f) is a discrete function. Therefore, we can look for

an I × I permutation matrix Πi(fl) such that the ratio

Πi(fl)R̂(fl, fl − 1) is as close to an I × I identity matrix

as possible, according to the following criteria. For each

frequency bin f , a permutation matrix Πi(f), i = 1, . . . , I!
is searched for, in principle among all I! possible permutation

matrices, such that:

i = arg max
i=1,...,I!

∏

diag
[

|Πi(f)R̂(f, f − 1)|
]

(15)

is solved, where R̂(f, f − 1) = Ĥajd(f)
−1Ĥajd(f − 1), (·)!

denotes the factorial,
∏

(·) is the product operator, max(·)
denotes the maximum value in a set and |(·)| is the absolute

value. However, as suggested in [10], in practice the search

for all possible I! permutation matrices in (15) can be skipped

when in a frequency bin fl the index jid(i) of the element of

greater absolute value of the i-th row of R̂(fl, fl−1) is distinct

among all the I rows:

jid(i) = arg max
j=1,··· ,I

|r̂ij(fl, fl − 1)|, i = 1, · · · , I, (16)

r̂ij(fl, fl − 1) is an element of R̂(fl, fl − 1) and the operator

arg(·) returns the index of a provided element. In this case,

Π(fl) is defined as the permutation matrix that permutes

the rows of R̂(f, fl − 1) such that the elements of greater

magnitude are located in the main diagonal. That is:

πij(fl) =

{

1, j = jd(i)
0, j 6= jd(i)

, (17)

where πij(fl) denotes an element of Π(fl).
After determination of the permutation matrices Π(f), f =

1, . . . , F , for each frequency bin fl where the permutation

actually occurs, i.e. Π(f) 6= II , we permute the columns of

the preliminary estimated channel matrix after JAD Ĥajd(f)
for all f = fl, · · · , F , according to Π−1(fl). As a result,

we obtain the estimated mixing channel matrix after first stage

correction Ĥstg1(f). Finally, the estimated unmixing channel

matrix after the permutation correction of the first stage can

be computed as:

Ŵstg1(f) = Ĥ−1
stg1(f) ∈ C

I×J , (18)

where Ŵstg1(f) is used to compute the time-varying spectra

of the estimated sources on the second stage of the permutation

correction.

B. State-of-the-Art Permutation Correction: 2nd Stage

After the first stage, Ŵstg1(f) ∈ C
I×J feeds the second

stage. Differently from the output of the JAD process, the

permutations on Ŵstg1(f) tend to occur at isolated bins [10],

such that an error in the correction is propagated through a

larger number of frequency bins. The method explores this

behavior and assumes the time-varying spectra of the estimated

source signals vary slow enough over frequency. In Fig. 5 the

work-flow of the second stage proposed in [9] is represented

by the blocks 2 to 13, which are described next.

Step 2 of Fig. 5 is to compute the time-varying spectrum

Ŝy(f, b, i) , i = 1, . . . , I of the i-th recovered sound source

ŷi(n) using Ŵstg1(f), as follows:

Ŝy(f, b) = diag
[

Ŵstg1(f)Ŝx(f, b)Ŵstg1(f)
H
]

∈ R
I×1,

(19)

where diag[·] extracts the diagonal elements of an I×I matrix

into an I×1 vector. Notice that for the sake of the permutation

corrections, we can make use of the single-sided spectrum,

and then mirror the conjugate of the data to the other side

after corrections. Thus, f = 1, . . . F/(2+1). Each spectrum

is recovered up to a gain factor [9]. By taking their natural

logarithm, we compute the so-called source profiles E(f, b, i):

E(f, b, i) , ln[Ŝy(f, b, i)]. (20)

If we then subtract the mean over the b time blocks for each

frequency bin, we remove the gain factor and the so-called

centered source profiles E’(f, k, i), shown in block 3 of Fig.

5, are computed as follows:

E′(f, b, i) = E(f, b, i)− 1

B

B
∑

bk=1

E(f, bk, i). (21)
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Fig. 5. Overview of the two-stages permutation solution in [9], with focus
on the second stage of the algorithm.

The centered source profiles are time-frequency representa-

tions of the source signals. As we would like them to vary

smoothly over frequency, we compute the smoothed profiles

Fy(f, b, i) by averaging the centered source profiles on a

bandwidth [fl−M,fl+M ] for each time block b, as follows:

Fy(fl, b, i) =
1

2M + 1

(

n=l+M
∑

k=l−M

E′(fk, b, i)

)

. (22)

The first and last M bins of E’(f, b, i) are neglected, since

there are not enough points for the average. The method in

[9] reviewed here can handle more than two source profiles

by analyzing them two by two. Therefore, without loss of

generality and assuming two selected sources for the analysis,

we assume that I = J = 2 from now on.

To detect the permutation, we first compute the differences

D1(f, b) between the smoothed profiles Fy(f, b, i), which is

given by:

D1(f, b) = Fy(f, b, 1)− Fy(f, b, 2). (23)

At a frequency fl − M and time block b, if the smoothed

profiles vary slow enough over frequency and e.g. Fy(fl −
M, b, 1) > Fy(fl − M, b, 2), D1(fl − M, b) is a positive

scalar. If there is a permutation between the sources at fl,
D1(fl + M, b) has opposite sign, being negative. The sign

change at the permutation frequency fl is what can be detected

to identify the frequency where a permutation occurs. Since

(23) is performed over B time blocks, we can exploit the

joint information by computing the dispersions σ2
D1

(f) of the

differences D1(f, b), through the B time blocks, as follows:

σ2
D1

(f) =
1

B

B
∑

b=1

D2
1(f,b). (24)

The sign variations mentioned in the last paragraph are

indicated by points of minimum σ2
D1

(f), which gives the

permutation point for each frequency bin fl. Nonetheless,

σ2
D1

(f) has several of these points of minima. Hence, [9]

computes also a second set of dispersions σ2
D2

(f). According

to Fig. 5, blocks 7 to 9, we first need to compute the smoothed

profiles with imposed permutations Hy(f, b, i):

Hy(fl, b, i) =

1

2M + 1

(

n=l
∑

k=l−M

E′(fk, b, i) +

n=l+M
∑

k=l+1

E′(fk, b, π)

)

,

(25)

with π representing the permutation between the two sources.

The profiles Hy(f, b, i) are computed by averaging the cen-

tered source profiles E’(f, b, i) on a bandwidth [fl −M,fl+
M ], for each time block b, but with a permutation of the

outputs imposed on the right band [fl + 1, f l + M ]. Each

frequency bin fl of Hy(f, b, 1) is computed as the average

of the fl − M, . . . , fl data points of E’(f, b, 1) and fl +
1, . . . , f l+M points of E’(f, b, 2). The differences D2(f, b)
between the smoothed profiles with imposed permutations

Hy(f, b, i) are obtained as follows:

D2(f, b) = Hy(f, b, 1)−Hy(f, b, 2). (26)

Finally, the dispersions σ2
D2

(f) of the differences D2(f, b),
among the B time blocks, is given for each frequency bin as:

σ2
D2

(f) =
1

B

B
∑

b=1

D2
2(f,b). (27)

Since to compute Hy(f, b, i) permutations are imposed, when

a permutation occurs at a frequency fl the sources in

Hy(f, b, i) are aligned for f = fl−M, · · · , fl+M , thus there

are no sign variations in D2(fl, b) and no points of minimum

in σ2
D2

(fl). Consequently σ2
D2

(fl) > σ2
D1

(fl) and σ2
D2

(fl) is

a point of maximum at fl with a distinct pattern.

After computation of the dispersions, steps 10 to 12 of Fig.

5 take place by first checking if there is any permutation to

be fixed, i.e. if σ2
D2

(f) > σ2
D1

(f) for any frequency bin. If

the speech signals are non-stationary enough and have distinct

energy variations through the b time blocks for the different

frequency bins [9], each major peak that causes σ2
D1

(f) to

cross σ2
D2

(f) is assumed to represent a permutation. There-

fore, a permutation frequency fl where the global minimum

of σ2
D1

(f) occurs is searched for. The centered source profiles

E’(f, k, i) are then updated by permuting it’s sources for all

frequency bins above fl inclusive, feeding processes in the

next iteration, which starts on step 4 of Fig. 5. Due to the

updates, the newly computed dispersions do not present the



previously found permutation peak. The iterations continue

until σ2
D2

(f) < σ2
D1

(f) for all f .

Knowing the frequencies fl where the remaining permuta-

tions occur, Ŵstg1(f) ∈ C
I×J can be updated by permuting

it’s rows for all f = fl, . . . , F , for each fl found, which is

the last step 13 in Fig. 5. Thus, finally obtaining Ŵ(f).

IV. PROPOSED 2ND STAGE OF THE PERMUTATION

SOLUTION

In this section, we propose a partially iterative technique for

the second stage of the correction, based on [9], that does not

require σ2
D1

(f). This section is divided into four subsections.

Subsection IV-A describes the work-flow of the proposed

second stage, subsection IV-B shows how the existence of

remaining permutations is detected. The computation of a

threshold for σ2
D2

(f) to detect in an iteration various frequen-

cies where permutations occur is presented in subsection IV-C.

Finally, subsection IV-D details the algorithm for the proposed

second stage.

The technique proposed in this paper focuses on the follow-

ing observations. The method in [9] requires one iteration per

remaining permutation. A natural question is if the problem

can be solved in fewer iterations. This is important if long

channel lengths are considered and the number of permutations

remaining from the first stage rises. Also, for each iteration,

both σ2
D1

(f) and σ2
D2

(f) are computed in order to detect the

existence of permutations. If the same task can be accom-

plished using only σ2
D2

(f) we can expect gains in terms of

computational effort. Finally, if the source signals don not have

enough energy variation with time for the different frequency

bins, σ2
D1

(f) and σ2
D2

(f) can approach each other prematurely

and the process does not stop unless an arbitrary maximum

number of iterations is set. As results can be acceptable if the

problem occurs in the low end of the spectrum, an alternative

to avoid the extra iterations is valuable.

A. Proposed 2nd Stage Work-flow

Fig. 6 depicts the permutation solution highlighting the

proposed second stage, which starts on block 2. First we

compute the time-varying spectrum Ŝy(f, b, i), i = 1, · · · , I
of the i-th recovered source signal ŷi(n) using the output from

the first stage, as in (19). Next, the centered source profiles

E’(f, b, i) are obtained from (20). Differently from [9], instead

of searching for points of minimum of σ2
D1

(f) to detect the

frequencies where permutations occur, here we search for

points of maximum of σ2
D2

(f), as this curve has a more

suitable shape for our threshold-based algorithm. Therefore,

we proceed by computing σ2
D2

(f), as in (27), by first obtaining

the smoothed profiles with imposed permutations Hy(f, b, i)
from (25) and their differences D2(f, b) from (26).

After computing σ2
D2

(f), according to step 7 of Fig. 6, in

the first iteration we assume that there are permutations to be

corrected and we proceed to steps 9 to 11 of Fig. 6 to search

for the Z frequency bins where they occur:

fl,it = [f1,it , f2,it , . . . , fz,it ] ∈ {N > 0}1×Z , (28)
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Fig. 6. Overview of the permutation solution highlighting the proposed second
stage.

where z = 1, . . . , Z and it = 1, . . . , It is an index

for the current iteration number. Note that Z may vary be-

tween iterations. Next, we update the centered source profiles

E’(f, b, i) by permuting it’s sources for all frequencies above

each fl,it(z) found, inclusive. In the next iteration, which starts

on step 4 of Fig. 6, σ2
D2

(f) is computed and we check if indeed

there were permutations to be corrected in the last iteration.

This is done in step 8 of Fig. 6 by checking the variation of the

mean of σ2
D2

(f), as described in subsection IV-B. If the vari-

ation is negative, it is assumed that permutations existed and

were corrected. Thus, we keep the frequencies vector fl,it−1

found and we search for more candidates fl,it , continuing the

iterative process. If the mean variation is positive, it is assumed

that there were no permutations left to be fixed. Thus, the

iterative process ends and we neglect the last findings fl,It−1.

The vector fl containing all the frequencies were permutations

occur are given by:

fl =

{

[fl,1, fl,2, . . . , fl,It−2], It > 2
0, It = 2

. (29)

Note that in each iteration more than one permutation fre-

quency is found. Also, at least two iterations are needed.

To detect the frequencies fl,it where potential permutations

occur, steps 9 to 11 of Fig. 6, first a threshold value Th

is computed as described in subsection IV-C. After Th is

calculated, we search for points of maximum σ2
D2

(f) into the

Z frequency zones where σ2
D2

(f) > Th, as depicted in Fig. 7.

A frequency zone z is delimited by f = fz,start, . . . , fz,end,
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where fz,start is the z-th first point where σ2
D2

(f) > Th and

(fz,end + 1) is the first point, greater than fz,start, where

σ2
D2

(f) < Th. For each zone z, the frequency where a

potential permutation occurs is calculated as follows:

fz,it = arg max
f

σ2
D2

(f) +M + 1, fz,start ≤ f ≤ fz,end,

(30)

where the additive factor (M + 1) comes from the fact the

when the smoothed profiles Hy(f, b, i) are computed, the

first M bins are neglected because there aren’t enough data

points to compute their average. Also, a frequency bin fk of

Hy(f, b, i) is computed by forcing a permutation from bin

fk + 1 on, as in (25). Hence, the addition of the unit factor.

With the frequencies vector fl where the permutations occur,

Ŵstg1(f) is updated in step 13 of Fig. 6 as mentioned in

the last paragraph of subsection III-B. Thus, obtaining the

estimated unmixing channel with ambiguities correctedŴ(f).

B. Permutations Existence Determination

In [9], the existence of permutations to be fixed is detected

by checking if σ2
D1

(f) < σ2
D2

(f) for any frequency bin, step

10 in Fig. 5. Here, the behavior of the peaks of σ2
D2

(f) is

explored from a different perspective. For each corrected per-

mutation between consecutive iterations, i.e. after permuting

the sources of E’(f, b, i) according to step 12 of Fig. 6, it is

observed that the corresponding peak in σ2
D2

(f) is removed.

Analogously, if the sources of E’(f, b, i) are permuted consid-

ering an arbitrary and false permutation frequency, a peak is

created as a result of the correction attempt. As the dispersion

values around the created peak increase, we can infer that the

mean σ̄2
D2

(f) also increases:

σ̄2
D2

(f) =
1

F − 2M

F−2M
∑

f=1

σ2
D2

(f). (31)

Notice that it does not matter how much σ̄2
D2

(f) increases,

but only if that variation is positive. Therefore, the variation

of σ̄2
D2

(f) is analyzed between consecutive iterations in the

following way. If:

σ̄2
D2,it(f)− σ̄2

D2,it−1(f) > 0, (32)

the potential frequencies found in the last iteration are ne-

glected and it is assumed that there were are no permutations

to be corrected. Otherwise, the frequencies found are stored

and the iterative process continues.

C. Threshold Determination

An ideal threshold value should be able to intersect the

maximum number of peaks related to permutations, while

neglecting other non-related peaks. In order to compute Th,

we first sort the dispersion data σ2
D2

(f) in ascending order, as

follows:

σ2
D2,sorted(nf ) =

[

min(σ2
D2

(f)), . . . ,max(σ2
D2

(f))
]

. (33)

According to Fig. 8, the sorted dispersion can be interpreted

as the number of data points below a given dispersion value, as

a function of the dispersions. From Fig. 8 we can observe that

for small values of dispersion, the curve has an exponential

behavior with slow growth, being approximately linear. But

at some point, a more pronounced variation on the curve’s

slope is noticeable, which occurs especially when the number

of peaks in σ2
D2

(f) is considerable when compared to F . The

smaller the number of permutations to be corrected, more em-

phasized the slope change tends to be. This change indicates

variation on the counting of data points as the dispersion values

increase, which is a clue of where the permutation peaks begin

to be distinct from the noise peaks. This slope is what we

would like to detect in order to find a suitable threshold.

The derivative of σ2
D2,sort

(nf ) can give a point of maximum

slope change. However, our tests showed that this method is

sensitive to small noise-like variation of the data. A method we

have found to be less impacted by the noise is to first compute

C(nf ), a normalized forward cumulative sum of σ2
D2,sort

(nf ):

C(nf ) =
max

(

σ2
D2,sort

)

∑F−2M
np=1 σ2

D2,sort
(np)

nf
∑

nk=1

σ2
D2,sort(nk). (34)

In Fig. 8 σ2
D2,sort

(nf ) and C(nf ) can be seen. No-

tice that, as a result of the normalization factor applied

in (34), the curves have the same scale. Next, it can also

be observed that the subtraction between both curves has

a point of maximum near the point of maximum variation

of σ2
D2,sort

(nf ). This relation between σ2
D2,sort

(nf ) and

C(nf ) can provide us useful information for our goal, such

that a preliminary threshold value Tp can be computed as

Tp = max
(

C(nf ) − σ2
D2,sort

(nf )
)

. However, as mentioned

in the second paragraph of this subsection, as the number of

permutations increase considerable when compared to F , the

variation in σ2
D2,sort

(nf ) tends to be less pronounced, causing

both curves to approach each other. In this scenario, Tp is

unsafely close to the points of minimum dispersion of σ2
D2

(f).
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A statistical parameter of σ2
D2

(f) has an opposite behavior

to Tp that can be exploited. The median of σ2
D2

(f) increases

when the number of peaks is large, varying from a consider-

ably low value, not interfering in Tp, to a value in the same

order of it, providing a safe minimum bound. Using the median

of as an additional factor, the threshold Th is given by:

Th = max
(

C(nf )− σ2
D2,sort(nf )

)

+ σ̃2
D2

(f), (35)

where the operator (̃·) denotes the median. This value is used

to define the frequency zones mentioned in subsection IV-A.

Since between iterations the number of remaining permuta-

tions can change, a new Th is computed in each iteration.

D. Algorithm for the Proposed Method

With the procedures described in this section, the algorithm

for the proposed second stage of the permutation solution can

be summarized as follows:

1) Construct the centered source profiles E’(f, b, i) from

Eq. (21). For this, first obtain Ŝy(f, b) as in Eq. (19),

using the output from the first stage Ŵstg1(f).
2) Compute the dispersions σ2

D2
(f) from Eq. (27).

3) Check the existence of permutations:

a) If this is the first iteration, move on to step 3

and find potential frequencies where permutations

occur. Otherwise:

b) Check if σ̄2
D2,it

(f) − σ̄2
D2,it−1(f) < 0, where

σ̄2
D2,it

(f) is given by Eq. (31). If yes, store the

vector of potential permutation frequencies found

in the previous iteration fl,it−1 and move on to step

4 to look for more candidates.

c) If σ̄2
D2,it

(f) − σ̄2
D2,it−1(f) > 0, discard the fre-

quencies found in the last iteration fl,it−1 and stop

the iterative process. Finally, for each permutation

frequency fl found (elements of fl, Eq. 29), per-

mute the rows of Ŵstg1(f) for all f = fl, . . . , F ,

obtaining Ŵ(f).

4) Search for potential frequencies where permutations

occur fl,it :

a) Compute threshold Th as defined in (35).

b) Define Z searching zones delimited by

[fz,start, fz,end] where σ2
D2

(f) > Th.

c) For each zone z, compute the frequency where a

potential permutation occurs from (30), obtaining

the vector fl,it ∈ {N > 0}1×Z .

5) For each frequency fz,it in the vector fl,it , permute the

sources of E’(f, b, i) for all f = fz,it , . . . , F . Then,

start a new iteration from step 2.

V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

Experiments on this section are performed so that the

number of external variables are reduced and results from

the permutation solutions can be more directly evaluated. The

outputs from AJD are simulated assuming perfect estimation.

Hence, a randomly permuted mixing channel is fed to the

system, along with the estimated spectral matrices Ŝx(f, b, i).
Simulations results are divided into two sets. Figures 9,

10 and 13 show results for different source signal durations

considering a block length N = 2048. In figures 11, 12 and 14

N = 4096 is considered. The other simulation parameters are

common for both sets: α = 0.75; m = 1; and M = 20, except

for the method in [9] and [5], since not applying frequency

smoothing generates more consistent results on the centroids

computation; the mixing channel is the same as in [9], with

the number of time lags L = 256; and the source signals were

obtained from [5], with filenames ’poem male 30s.wav’ and

’sentence female 28s.wav’ (available at http://www.telecom.

tuc.gr/∼nikos/BSS Nikos.html on 03/06/2016).

The calculation time, considering only the second stage of

the permutation solution, is compared between the proposed

approach and [9] in Figs. 9 and 11 for different source

durations.

In Figs. 10 and 12, the total calculation time considering the

complete permutation solution, is compared not only with [9]

but with the technique originally proposed in [6] with further

modifications for the computation of the ”centroids” of the

source profiles based on a k-means clustering algorithm as

proposed in [5].

Finally, we compute the percentage of bins correctly aligned

over the total number of frequency bins and plot the percentage

of success shown in Figs. 13 and 14, similarly to [5]. Note

that only the frequency-dependent permutations are addressed

by the methods mentioned here. A procedure is performed to

match the global frequency independent permutations before

computing the percentage above.

Figures 9, 11 indicate that proposed second stage performs

better in terms of calculation time than the second stage in [9].

However, as shown in 11, the difference between the methods

tends to diminish when N is rather large.

By comparing the calculation times for the second stage

only with the total calculation time for the complete permu-

tation solution shown in Figs. 10 and 12, we can notice that

the first stage of the correction dominates the computational
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Fig. 10. Total calculation time, considering the complete permutation correc-
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effort. This is related to the fact that most permutations are

fixed in this stage. However, the technique has a low com-

putational complexity. The main effort actually comes after

the permutations are found, when the rows of Ŵajd(f) are

permuted according to the findings. Nonetheless, this update

process, described in the last paragraph of subsection III-B,

can be optimized, increasing the gains on the second stage.

In Figures 11 and 12, the gray curve shows a particular

increase in calculation time for short source durations. The

behavior appears when the energy of the source signals do not

vary enough with time at some frequency bins. In this case,

σ2
D2

(f) > σ2
D1

(f) for frequencies where permutations do

not occur, which prevents the algorithm to stop. An arbitrary

maximum number of iterations is reached some time later.

However, as mentioned in the second paragraph of the section

IV and as shown in Fig. 14, in such scenario the permutation

solution from [9] may still present a high percentage of

success. Figs. 11 and 14 indicate that the proposed second

stage is more tolerant and provide similar results without
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Fig. 12. Total calculation time, considering the complete permutation correc-
tion solution, for different source durations. For N = 4096.

compromising the calculation time. Which means that the

proposed method is an alternative to [9].

From our observations and in spite the fact that in these

experiments m = 1 is used, the method is also shown robust

for small variations of m.

Finally, two natural approaches that work as well the second

stage in [9], nevertheless faster and of simple modification

are the following. We proceed as in [9], however instead of

searching for a minimum global value of σ2
D1

(f) per iteration,

we take the advantage of the crossing points between σ2
D1

(f)
and σ2

D2
(f) to define searching zones. In each zone, defined

analogously to the described in subsection IV-A, we look for

a point maximum σ2
D2

(f). Thus, various permutations can are

corrected in one iteration with a few changes to [9]. Alter-

natively, we can proceed as proposed in this paper, however

correcting only one permutation per iteration, by searching

for the global maximum of σ2
D2

(f) in each iteration. The

permutations existence determination is then also performed

as described in subsection IV-B. This avoids the computation
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Fig. 14. Percentage of success: number of frequency bins correctly aligned
over total number of frequency bins. For N = 4096.

of a threshold value, yet using only the dispersions σ2
D2

(f).
Which improves robustness when a permutation peak is too

close to a noise peak.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed an alternative approach to the

second stage of the permutation correction by Serviére and

Pham (2006). It is shown that the algorithm works well under

the same premises as the original method, such as enough

variation of the spectrum of the speech signals with time, and

provides a faster alternative to it, especially if the permutation

corrections in the first stage are optimized when updating

the unmixing channel matrices. This alternative is also more

tolerant when the energy in some frequency bins do not vary

enough with time. Finally, two other alternative approaches

considering only a few modifications to [9] are also presented.
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